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  Preserving & celebrating Italian culture in Los Angeles since 1877.
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          Weekly indoor bocce for members
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                  [image: Not only did we get to enjoy a Sunday Supper by @sundaysupperfoods and help raise money for @farmsanctuary, but we got to hear Garibaldina member @topodisco DJ the night away. Perfetto! 🏆]
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      Newsletter Sign Up

      Stay up to date on all the action at the oldest Italian society in America.
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    Your information stays private with us.


    Grazie mille for your interest in LA’s oldest Italian society! We hope to see you at an event soon!
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  At a Glance























  
  









  The Garibaldina Society had its beginning in 1877. Named after the Italian hero Giuseppe Garibaldi, it is an Italian social organization serving the Los Angeles Italian community.
Whether enjoying delicious Italian food, the dancing, or to just have fun, it's always a welcoming community that shares the love of the Italian culture.
	The 12,500 square foot building has the largest dance floor in Los Angeles with live bands, an enclosed Bocce court, and a full bar. 

	It seats up to 350 guests.  It also serves as a great rental for weddings, parties, dances or an ideal setting for television and movie locations.

	A full parking lot with over 80 spaces is also available for rental.
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